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Impactful microlearning that seamlessly integrates into your
existing tech stack to automate business processes and
engage employees in the flow of work.
A proficient and performance-ready workforce is critical to
the success of your organization. Qstream Connect meets
your employees in their preferred tools to deliver, test and
reinforce knowledge and provides actionable insights for
learning program improvement to drive business outcomes.

A Siloed Learning Ecosystem Is Costly In More
Ways Than One…
•
•
•
•

"Powerful new solutions like Qstream Connect
allow you to integrate and automate your learning
ecosystem to drive business success. When
your platforms are fully integrated and designed
to implement a Push-Anchor-Pull™ approach,
your workers can learn, practice, and apply their
new skills. These integrations provide actionable
analytics that empower you to find and fill workers'
performance gaps to build baseline proficiency
levels and deliver business success.”
- Johnny Hamilton, VP, Strategic Innovation and
Design, My Baseline Builder

Learning applications are fragmented, static and don't provide the learning experience that today's leading
organizations need to effectively engage their employees.
Training doesn’t typically happen at the moment in time when learning impact matters most.
A lack of reliable analytics on how learning initiatives are performing makes it hard to prove value to
leadership and identify coaching opportunities.
Data entry across all components of the learning ecosystem should be consistent. Manual entry of
enrollments, user attributes and results is error prone and time consuming when done across multiple
systems.

Qstream Connect Features
•
•
•
•

Leverage a broad range of applications for an automated, engaging learning experience.
Easily integrate microlearning to LMS, communication and collaboration tools and work management
systems that employees use every day.
Customize workflows to automate your organization's unique business processes and information sharing
across your systems.
Get access to Qstream’s engagement and proficiency analytics in multiple learning systems and BI tools.

Qstream Connect Benefits
•

Employees gain an efficient and engaging learning experience
that is adaptable to their own proficiency level, leading to better
knowledge retention and job performance.

•

L&D professionals can measure the success of their learning
programs for continuous improvement.

•

Managers are able to quickly identify coaching opportunities
and areas that need additional training, as well as reward and
recognize top performers.

•

IT teams no longer spend hours upon hours building and
managing complex integrations requested by L&D teams.

•

Business leaders can make more informed decisions through
deeper insights by bringing data together from relevant
systems.

Integrations To Automate
Business Processes

Communication And
Collaboration Tools

Work Management/
CRM Platforms

Human Capital
Management Systems

LMS

Qstream Connect Is Compatible With Existing Systems & Investments

Learn more at Qstream.com/Integrations
Qstream is a microlearning solution proven by science and in practice to boost learner performance through
knowledge reinforcement, engagement, and analytics. 600+ organizations rely on Qstream to build highperformance teams by delivering a microlearning experience that reinforces job-critical knowledge in minutes
a day, exposing a real-time view of performance readiness.
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